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We recorded activity from the granule cell layer (GCL) of cere-
bellar folium Crus IIa as freely moving rats engaged in a variety
of natural behaviors, including grooming, eating, and free tactile
exploration. Multiunit responses in the 1000–4500 Hz range
were found to be strongly correlated with tactile stimulation of
lip and whisker (perioral) regions. These responses occurred
regardless of whether the stimulus was externally or self-
generated and during both active and passive touch. In con-
trast, perioral movements that did not tactually stimulate this
region of the face (e.g., chewing) produced no detectable in-
creases in GCL activity. In addition, GCL responses were not
correlated with movement extremes. When rats used their lips
actively for palpation and exploration, the tactile responses in
the GCL were not detectably modulated by ongoing jaw move-
ments. However, active palpation and exploratory behaviors did
result in the largest and most continuous bursts of GCL activity:
responses were on average 10% larger and 50% longer during
palpation and exploration than during grooming or passive
stimulation. Although activity levels differed between behaviors,
the position and spatial extent of the peripheral receptive field
was similar over all behaviors that resulted in tactile input.
Overall, our data suggest that the 1000–4500 Hz multiunit
responses in the Crus IIa GCL of awake rats are correlated with
tactile input rather than with movement or any movement pa-
rameter and that these responses are likely to be of particular
importance during the acquisition of sensory information by
perioral structures.
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Many theories of cerebellar function have proposed that this
structure is involved in the production of smooth and accurate
movements, and these theories have strongly influenced the in-
terpretation of cerebellar physiology and anatomy (Marr, 1969;
Albus, 1971; Bloedel, 1992; Thach et al., 1992). For example,
responses recorded from the neocerebellum of awake behaving
animals are often interpreted as direct measures of movement
parameters, regardless of the sensory nature of the responses
(Strick, 1983; Fortier et al., 1989; Ojakangas and Ebner, 1992; Fu
et al., 1997; Kitazawa et al., 1998). Even when the tactile projec-
tions to these regions of the cerebellum are specifically consid-
ered, it is most often assumed that the projections simply provide
feedback or corrective information for smooth movement
(Schieber and Thach, 1985; Schwartz et al., 1987; Dugas and
Smith, 1992; Lou and Bloedel, 1992; Thach et al., 1992). For
example, in the cat, cerebellar responses to light touch of the
footpads have been interpreted as representations of information
about footfall or about unexpected movement perturbations dur-
ing walking [Schwartz et al., 1987; (ferret); Lou and Bloedel,
1992]. In the monkey, lateral cerebellar responses to tactile stim-
ulation of the fingers have consistently been interpreted as rep-
resentations of feedback or corrective information for smooth
reaching or grasping movements (Schieber and Thach, 1985;
Dugas and Smith, 1992).
In the anesthetized rat, cells in the granule cell layer (GCL) of
cerebellar folium Crus IIa respond to tactile stimulation of the
lips and whiskers, collectively termed perioral structures
(Shambes et al., 1978; Bower and Kassel, 1990). By analogy to
smooth walking in the cat and smooth grasping in the monkey,
these extensive perioral representations have often been inter-
preted to be important for the smooth and accurate control of
ingestive behaviors (eating and drinking) (Woodson and Angaut,
1984; Buisseret-Delmas and Angaut, 1989a,b; Cicirata et al.,
1989; Welsh et al., 1995). In this view, the cerebellar hemispheres
and lateral nucleus serve to ensure that ingestive movements are
made smoothly, accurately, rapidly, or rhythmically. Other studies,
although suggesting that the hemispheric perioral representations
may subserve more than ingestion, have nevertheless retained an
emphasis on smooth and coordinated movement, proposing that
these cerebellar regions serve in the spatiotemporal coordination
of groups of muscles or body segments (Cicirata et al., 1989, 1992;
Welsh et al., 1995) (cf. Rispal-Padel et al., 1982).
Interestingly, however, the surfaces so extensively represented
in the mammalian lateral cerebellum (cat paws, monkey fingers,
and rat whiskers) are precisely the surfaces these animals use to
tactually explore objects and the environment (Vincent, 1913;
Welker, 1964; Paulin, 1993; Brecht et al., 1997). This is one of
several reasons why our laboratory has been exploring an alter-
native hypothesis: that the cerebellar hemispheres are more in-
volved in the direct evaluation of the quality of sensory informa-
tion rather than in monitoring the accuracy of volitional
movements (Bower and Kassel, 1990; Bower, 1997a,b).
In the current experiments, we have recorded from multiple
GCL locations in awake rats under different behavioral condi-
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tions. We have intentionally examined a range of natural behav-
iors involving movements with varying degrees and sources of
tactile sensory input, and conditions in which the animal was
likely to make differential use of that input. The results indicate
that neural activity in the GCL of Crus IIa is closely related to
tactile stimulation of perioral surfaces and not related to move-
ments involving those surfaces. In addition, GCL responses were
found to be larger and most continuous during behaviors that
involved active palpation and tactile sensory exploration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Surgical implantation procedures
Six female Sprague Dawley rats, aged 4–10 months, were implanted with
microwire electrode arrays. These lightweight microdrives were devel-
oped in our laboratory (modified from Bhalla and Bower, 1997) and
allow up to eight wires to be independently positioned in Crus IIa. Wires
were either platinum–iridium (18 mm in diameter), nichrome (66 mm in
diameter), or stainless steel (50 mm in diameter). Typical impedances for
all electrodes ranged between 1 and 2 MV. The reference electrode was
a deinsulated stainless steel (76 mm in diameter) wire laid flat over the
entire length of Crus IIa.
During implantation, animals were anesthetized with a ketamine–
xylazine hydrochloride combination delivered intramuscularly (70 mg/kg
ketamine, 3.5 mg/kg xylazine, and 0.7 mg/kg acepromazine maleate)
and sodium pentobarbital delivered intraperitoneally (20 mg/kg). Five or
six stainless steel screws were placed over neocortical areas and covered
with dental acrylic to form a stable base. A small (,2 mm in diameter)
craniotomy was then performed over Crus IIa, and the grid of wire
electrodes was fixed with acrylic above the exposure. Electrodes were
lowered until maximum responses to tactile peripheral stimulation were
recorded in the superficial GCL and then fixed in position with dental
acrylic. Care was taken to identify and record the receptive field at each
recording site and to confirm that the responses were physiologically
characteristic of the Crus IIa GCL (see below). Recordings from awake
behaving animals were started no sooner than 4 d after surgery and
continued for up to 4 months. All animal procedures were approved in
advance by the Animal Use Committee of the California Institute of
Technology.
After recordings were complete, electrolytic lesions were made at each
electrode site using two pulses of 10 mA current for 10 sec. Rats were
perfused with 4% formaldehyde solution, and the brains were then
sectioned using a freezing microtome (60 mm). Sections were stained
with cresyl violet or neutral red.
Multiunit recordings
Histological analysis indicated that field potentials and multiunit activity
were recorded from the most superficial GCL of Crus IIa. Figure 1 shows
a histological section from a rat verifying that recordings were centered
in the middle of the superficial Crus IIa GCL (Paxinos and Watson,
1982). As in previous experiments (Bower and Kassel, 1990), maximum
amplitude responses were found between 400 and 700 mm below the pial
surface. A high input impedance preamplifier mounted directly on the
animal’s head (CFP-1020, unity gain; Multichannel Concepts, Phoenix,
AZ) allowed neural signals to be carried to a custom-built amplifying
system with a minimum of mechanical and electrical artifact. Neural
signals were amplified and filtered between 1 Hz and 5 kHz. All data
were collected using a 486 personal computer (MicroQ) equipped with a
BrainWave (DataWave Technologies, Longmont, CO) data acquisition
system at a sampling rate of 10 kHz or greater.
As discussed previously (Bower, and Kassel, 1990), even in anesthe-
tized preparations, the small size of granule cells makes them difficult or
impossible to isolate individually. Accordingly, as in previous investiga-
tions, we have made no attempt to record from isolated cells but instead
have relied on multiunit recordings. In this paper, we have adopted the
convention of other reports (Welker, 1987; Bower and Kassel, 1990) and
refer to the recorded multiunit responses as GCL activity. We have made
no attempt to separate granule cell spikes from mossy fiber spikes or from
mossy fiber postsynaptic potentials; our multiunit recordings may include
contributions from all three sources. These limitations are compatible
with the goal of this study, which was to record what information was
available at the mossy fiber–granule cell input layer to Crus IIa.
In this paper, we are, however, most interested in the GCL responses
that are most likely to represent the activity passed from the GCL to the
overlying Purkinje cells. We have shown previously that Purkinje cell
responses are most correlated with the high-frequency (above 1000 Hz)
multiunit bursts evoked in the GCL by mossy fiber inputs (Bower and
Woolston, 1983; Jaeger and Bower, 1994). For this reason, we have
focused in this paper on the analysis of these high-frequency signals. The
lower frequency responses also recorded in this study will be the subject
of a subsequent paper comparing neuronal activity in the cerebellum
with that in primary somatosensory cortex (S1).
Choice of video recording techniques
The results presented in this study are the first published recordings from
the GCL of awake, freely behaving animals. The overall goal of the study
was to look for correlations between neural activity and (1) gross body
movements, such as locomotion and grooming, (2) detailed jaw and lip
movements, and (3) tactile contact with perioral regions. Although in
principle it would have been possible to monitor times of peripheral
contact and muscle activation using microwires, we were concerned that
subcutaneous or intramuscular wires placed in the rat’s highly sensitive
lip and whisker regions would disrupt natural behaviors and movements.
For this reason, we decided not to electrically record peripheral
contact or EMGs but rather to perform detailed video analysis of the
rat’s movements, as described below. All video scoring was done with the
scorer blind to the neural data, and we performed much of the video
analysis twice to ensure that the scoring was repeatable. The fact that our
results show such clear tactile responses suggests to us that EMGs are
unlikely to show anything substantially different from the fine, detailed
video analysis. However, the limitations imposed by our video analysis
are specifically considered in Discussion.
Correlation of neural and behavioral data with
video techniques
Animal behaviors were videotaped with a Hi-8, National Television
Standards Committee (NTSC) video camera and synchronized in real
time with the neural data using a custom-built video splitter (Rasnow et
al., 1997). The video splitter combines the pictures from two video
cameras, one monitoring the behavior of the rat and one monitoring the
neural signals displayed on an oscilloscope. In this way, the neural data
were displayed and recorded simultaneously with the animal behaviors.
NTSC video consists of “fields” recorded at a rate of 60 per second.
Each field begins with a vertical sync pulse, and two fields are interlaced
to form a “frame” (Jack, 1993). Separately viewing each video frame thus
achieves an effective temporal resolution of ;33.33 msec. However, by
examining the behavioral data field-by-field, using a standard commercial
video cassette recorder (VCR) (EV S3000; Sony, Tokyo, Japan), we were
able to analyze the behavioral data with a temporal resolution of ;16.67
msec.
Off-line, the vertical sync pulse for each field of video data (16.67 msec
apart) was synchronized with neural data using TTL (transistor–transis-
tor logic) indicators accurate to within one sample (0.1 msec or better).
Figure 1. Parasaggital section from an implanted rat, stained with cresyl
violet. The lesion site (arrow) is centered in the middle of the Crus IIa
granule cell layer.
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The video splitter allowed us to scan through many hours of animal
behavior looking for interesting neural and/or behavioral events. When
a relevant behavior was found (e.g., eating, grooming, or exploration), we
analyzed the behavioral videos frame-by-frame (33.33 msec resolution)
or sometimes field-by-field (16.67 msec resolution), paying particular
attention to perioral sensory inputs and movements.
Frame-by-frame or field-by-field video analysis was done in two ways.
In the first method, we frame-grabbed each video field of interest and
determined the spatial coordinates of tactile input relative to invariant
features of the rat (e.g., nostrils and eyes). These points were then
superimposed onto a single video field of the rat. A second method
involved the use of digital overlay and chromakeying techniques on a
Power Macintosh 6100 AV (Apple Computers, Cupertino, CA) (Hart-
mann et al., 2000). A Matlab (v5.0.0, 1996; MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA)
figure window was first superimposed over a live-video window. Next,
using the VCR pause mode, we incremented through the video, tracing
and digitizing in Matlab the precise position and shape of the perioral
regions of interest. These digital graphics were then saved to a file
containing just the tracings and not the underlying video. Reference
points on the rat’s face, such as the nostrils and/or eyes, were also traced
in each field to accommodate for head or body movement. Field-by-field
tracing of the behavioral data resulted in an effective sampling rate of 60
Hz, and the positional data were subsequently filtered at 20 Hz to
eliminate the highest frequency components of the rat’s movements
(Berridge and Fentress, 1986).
Analysis of behavioral data
Passive tactile stimulation procedures. Although the principle objective of
these experiments was to record neural activity during natural behaviors,
we also recorded GCL responses to passive, externally generated tactile
stimuli. Both mechanically controlled and manual stimulation techniques
were used. Controlled stimulation was obtained with an air-puff stimu-
lator designed to mimic as closely as possible the duration and strength
of the mechanical stimulation used in previous experiments (Morissette
and Bower, 1996).
Air-puff stimuli, however, were found to be highly aversive to rats, and
we therefore more often used manual stimulation in the awake animal.
Manual stimulation was provided with a cylindrical wooden probe ;1
mm in diameter. The probe was tapped on the skin with a quick
in-and-out stroke; field-by-field video analysis showed that these stimu-
lations lasted between 100 and 300 msec. Analysis of the data showed no
significant differences between the GCL responses evoked by the two
different types of stimulation, as long as the stimuli were delivered for
approximately the same duration.
Grooming behavior. Most videos of rat grooming behavior were ana-
lyzed frame-by-frame (33 msec resolution) to identify where the paw was
touching the skin of the animal. For each frame, a score was assigned that
represented our confidence that the paw was actually in contact with the
body surface. To create Figure 12 B, we traced out the trajectory of the
paw field-by-field (16.67 msec resolution), using the digital overlay tech-
nique described above.
Chewing and eating behavior. Videos of rat chewing and eating behav-
ior were generally analyzed frame-by-frame (33 msec resolution). For
each frame, we also assigned a score representing our confidence that the
lip was in contact with the food. The detailed chewing and eating
behaviors shown in Figure 9 were quantified by tracing out the position
of the rat’s mouth in each video field and then calculating the angle
between upper and lower jaw.
Exploratory behavior. In general, the movements of the rat, as well as
the irregular shapes and locations of the objects under exploration, made
this data much more difficult to analyze quantitatively. For this reason,
many hours of video records were searched for sections of behavior in
which the location of the animal in the video field allowed more detailed
analysis of the contact being made between the rat’s perioral structures
and objects in the environment (see Fig. 12C).
Analysis of neural data
All analysis of neural data was performed with Matlab. As described
above, the objective of this study was to compare the recorded neural
data with behavioral measures. To do so, it was necessary to apply signal
processing techniques that would allow us to correlate ongoing changes
in the amplitude of the high-frequency (.1000 Hz) multiunit data with
the lower frequency (,20 Hz) measured changes in the behavior of the
rat. Such a measurement of the neural data can be provided by extracting
the envelope of the signal (Hartmann, 1997). This analysis is shown in
Figure 2 and described in detail below, and is very similar to standard
techniques used to analyze EMG data (cf. Hoffer et al., 1981). Rises and
falls in the envelope amplitude correspond directly to the rises and falls
in the volume heard on an audio monitor when listening to the hash of
cellular activity as the rat behaves.
Figure 2 illustrates in more detail the analysis procedure used for the
neural data. The data in this figure was taken from a 3 sec sequence of
manual tactile stimulation of an awake animal. The approximate dura-
tion of each stimulus is indicated by the thick black lines at the bottom of
the figure.
Traces 1 and 2: differentiall y filter the raw data. As shown in trace 1,
filtering the recorded signals between 0 and 300 Hz illustrates that each
stimulation induced a distinct field potential response within the Crus IIa
GCL. When the same signal is filtered between 300 and 4500 Hz (trace
2) each field potential can be seen to correspond to a burst of multiunit
Figure 2. Steps in the calculation of the
low-passed envelope are illustrated in the
responses to external tactile stimulation of
the awake animal. Stimulation times are
shown as thick bars at the bottom. Calibra-
tion: trace 1, 200 mV; traces 2–4, 67 mV; trace
5, 40 mV. Trace 1, Field potential activity,
filtered between 0 and 300 Hz. Note that
field potential responses are represented as
downward deflections. Trace 2, Broadband
multiunit data, filtered between 300 and 4500
Hz. Trace 3, The multiunit data of trace 2 has
been filtered between 1400 and 4200 Hz to
meet the narrow-band condition. Trace 4,
The envelope of trace 3, containing frequen-
cies between 0 and 2600 Hz. See Materials
and Methods for details. Trace 5, White, The
envelope shown in trace 4 has been low-pass
filtered to contain only behaviorally relevant
frequencies (0.01–20 Hz). This trace has
been offset and superimposed on a repeat of
trace 3 (in black) to show that the envelope
well characterizes the rises and falls in the
narrow-band multiunit data.
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activity. The remaining traces 3–5 each represent a step in the calculation
of the low-passed envelope of the multiunit burst data, as follows.
Trace 3: filter the high-f requency data to meet the narrow-band condition.
Mathematically, the envelope of a signal is defined only for narrow-band
signals, in which the highest frequency in the signal is no greater than
three times the lowest frequency in the signal (Hartmann, 1997). This
restriction is necessary to ensure that there is no overlap between the
frequencies of the signal and the frequencies of the envelope and thus
ensures that we are examining only the behavioral modulation of the
GCL multiunit activity. Accordingly, the next step in this analysis was to
filter the raw neural data between 1400 and 4200 Hz. (We performed the
identical analysis for frequency ranges 1000–3000 and 1500–4500 Hz and
found the results to be essentially unchanged.) The resulting signal is
shown in trace 3 of Figure 2.
Trace 4: calculate the envelope of the narrow-band signal. Trace 4 shows
the envelope of the narrow-band signal of trace 3. The envelope was
calculated by removing all positive frequency components in the Fourier
transform of the data and then taking the absolute value of the inverse
Fourier transform of the remaining spectrum. Multiplying by a factor of
two compensated for the power loss induced by the removal of half of the
frequencies. The envelope of a signal whose frequencies range between
two arbitrary frequencies f1 and f2 will contain frequencies ranging from
zero to f2 minus f1. In the case of the envelope shown in trace 4, the
frequencies present thus range from zero to 4200 Hz minus 1400 Hz, or
2800 Hz.
Trace 5 (in white): low-pass filter the envelope of the signal to be
compatible with the behavioral data. As described above, 20 Hz was the
highest frequency reliably extractable from field-by-field scoring of the
behavioral video. To facilitate comparison between the neural and video
signals, the envelope of the narrow-band signal was low-pass filtered
between 0 and 20 Hz. Trace 5, in white, shows the resulting measure of
neural activity, superimposed on the narrow-band burst data (in black, a
repeat of trace 3). Careful inspection shows a close correspondence
between the bursting behavior of the GCL and the rises and falls of the
low-passed envelope.
RESULTS
All GCL recording sites described in this paper were specifically
selected to correspond to the central region of folium Crus IIa
and were verified histologically. Consistent with previous studies
in both anesthetized and unanesthetized decerebrate rats (Bower
and Woolston, 1983; Bower and Kassel, 1990), this region con-
tained receptive fields located exclusively on the ipsilateral upper
lip.
GCL responses to self-generated tactile stimulation:
grooming behavior
The primary objective of this study was to compare GCL activity
during several different natural rat behaviors involving different
degrees and varieties of tactile stimulation. We began by asking
whether responses to tactile stimulation were seen during self-
generated touch, by recording neural activity during videotaped
grooming sequences. Rat grooming behavior is typically com-
posed of a variety of paw and mouth movements, including paw
licks, small paw strokes around the mouth, variable-amplitude
paw strokes over the cheeks and head, and body licks (Berridge
and Fentress, 1986, 1987). Figure 3A illustrates the small paw
strokes around the mouth, which tend to occur bilaterally and
result in rhythmic (4–7 Hz) tactile input to the upper lips. This
tactile input has been shown to be essential for normal grooming
movements of the forelimb, although not for the sequential orga-
nization of the motor behavior involved in grooming (Berridge
and Fentress, 1986, 1987). Figure 3B illustrates a period of head
grooming, in which the lips receive no tactile input. Thus, during
any one grooming sequence, there were times when the paws
were in contact with perioral structures and other times when they
were not. By examining GCL signals during different grooming
actions, we could compare activity levels when the rat touched its
own lips with activity levels when no contact was made.
The five black traces in Figure 4 show multiunit GCL activity,
filtered between 1400 and 4200 Hz, during the grooming behavior
of five different rats. For each rat, we also (in the same recording
session) recorded GCL activity from the same electrode during a
period of behavioral inactivity (i.e., background GCL activity).
To determine the times during grooming behavior that the GCL
activity exceeded background levels, we chose a threshold at the
mean plus 3 SDs of the absolute value of the high-pass-filtered
background activity. At this level, the probability that a back-
ground signal will exceed threshold is ,0.3%. On each of the
black traces in Figure 4, we have superimposed a gray rectangle
that represents this threshold level. The thick black bars above
each data trace indicate periods when video analysis confirmed
that the rat was grooming its lips. The black bars below the traces
indicate periods when the rat was grooming its head, and video
analysis indicated that there was no direct tactile contact with the
lips or other perioral regions. Periods not designated indicate
times when the video analysis was ambiguous. Visual inspection
of the five graphs clearly reveals that the GCL is strongly acti-
vated during lip grooming, whereas during head grooming (in
which there is no lip contact) activity falls close to background
levels.
The difference in GCL activity levels during head grooming
and lip grooming was quantified by calculating the percentage of
the signal that exceeded background levels in each behavioral
condition. For these calculations, we used the envelope of the
signals, as described in Materials and Methods. For each rat, a
threshold was established at the mean plus 3 SDs of the low-
passed envelope of the background activity. Again, at this level,
the probability that background will exceed the threshold is
,0.3%. Figure 5 shows the percentage of the signal exceeding this
threshold during head grooming and lip grooming for each rat.
Figure 3. Lip grooming and head grooming. A,
During lip grooming, the rat makes small bilat-
eral paw strokes around the mouth. B, During
head grooming, the rat makes variable-amplitude
paw strokes over the head and cheeks.
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On average, activity during lip grooming exceeded threshold over
three times more than during head grooming.
GCL responses during ingestive behavior: palpation
chewing and raised-head chewing
Many studies have suggested that the extensive perioral repre-
sentations in the lateral hemispheres and lateral (dentate) nucleus
of the cerebellum subserve the control of ingestive behavior
(Woodson and Angaut, 1984; Buisseret-Delmas and Angaut,
1989a; Cicirata et al., 1989; Welsh et al., 1995). To test this idea,
we analyzed our neural and video data as rats sat freely eating in
the recording chamber. The eating behavior of the rat provides an
ideal opportunity to isolate jaw movements from perioral tactile
stimulation. As shown in Figure 6, eating behavior is easily
classified into two phases, which we call “raised-head chewing”
and “palpation chewing.” During raised-head chewing (Fig. 6A),
the animal’s head is raised above the food, and the lips make no
direct contact with the food pellet. In contrast, during palpation
chewing (Fig. 6B), the animal’s head is lowered so that the
perioral surfaces come in extensive contact with the food source.
Throughout both types of chewing, however, the rat chews at a
frequency between 4 and 7 Hz. Food palpation has been shown to
be an essential component of normal rat ingestive behavior,
because bilateral trigeminal deafferentation significantly impairs
rats’ ability to eat and drink (Jacquin and Zeigler, 1983, 1984).
Video analysis in the current study showed that, during normal
eating behavior, rats iterated between raised-head chewing and
palpation chewing episodes approximately every 1–3 sec.
Figure 7 compares the GCL multiunit responses during eating
behavior in four rats. As for grooming behavior (Fig. 4), we have
superimposed gray rectangles that represent threshold levels for
background activity. As before, the threshold was set at the mean
plus 3 SDs of the absolute value of the high-pass-filtered back-
ground activity, which was recorded during a period of behavioral
inactivity of the same rat during the same recording session. The
thick black bars above the data traces indicate periods of palpation
chewing, and the bars below the data traces indicate times of
raised-head chewing. It can be seen that, in all four rats, the GCL
is strongly activated during palpation chewing, whereas during
raised-head chewing (chewing with no lip contact with the food
pellet), GCL activity falls much closer to background levels.
As for grooming behavior, we quantified the differences be-
tween GCL activity levels during palpation chewing and raised-
head chewing by calculating the percentage of the signal that
exceeded background levels during each behavior. We again used
the envelopes of the signals for this calculation, and the threshold
was again set at the mean plus 3 SDs of the background activity
level. Figure 8 shows the percentage of the signal exceeding the
background threshold during periods of palpation chewing and
raised-head chewing for each rat. Percentages of GCL activity
levels during palpation chewing exceeded the threshold three
times more than during raised-head chewing.
Jaw movements are uncorrelated with GCL responses
Because the rat chews between 4 and 7 Hertz during both raised-
head chewing and palpation chewing, the analysis presented
above suggests that chewing alone cannot account for GCL ac-
tivity. Instead, GCL activity is elevated only during behavioral
periods when the rat’s upper lip is in contact with the food pellet.
One might argue, however, that regions of the GCL representing
the upper lip only become active when jaw movements (chewing)
Figure 4. GCL multiunit responses during the grooming behavior of five
different rats. All data are filtered between 1400 and 4200 Hz. For each
rat, the black traces are GCL responses during grooming. The gray
superimposed rectangles represent threshold levels established from same-
session recordings of background GCL activity from the same electrode.
Thick lines above and below the traces indicate periods of lip and head
grooming, respectively.
Figure 5. Percentage of the signal during head grooming (HG) and lip
grooming (LG) that exceeds the mean plus 3 SDs of the low-pass-filtered
envelope of the GCL background activity.
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are subject to feedback control using perioral tactile input. To
further distinguish between the influence of pure tactile input on
GCL responses and the significance of jaw movements per se, we
quantified the correlation between jaw movements and GCL
activity by measuring jaw angle in successive video fields (16.67
msec resolution).
The top trace in Figure 9A shows jaw angle data obtained
during a continuous 12 sec eating sequence that contained several
alternating episodes of raised-head chewing and palpation chew-
ing. Palpation chewing episodes are indicated by the thick bars at
the top the figure, and raised-head chewing episodes are indicated
by the thick bars at the bottom of the figure. The bottom traces of
Figure 9A show the GCL multiunit activity recorded simulta-
neously with the behavioral data. The black trace is the multiunit
data filtered between 1400 and 4200 Hz, and the white trace
(superimposed) is the envelope of this data, filtered between 0.25
and 20 Hz. As described above, there is considerably more GCL
activity during periods of palpation chewing than during raised-
head chewing.
As a first attempt to separate the influence of jaw position from
the GCL responses attributable to tactile stimulation alone, we
performed a cross-correlation between the jaw angle trace and
the envelope of the GCL multiunit activity (both filtered at 0–20
Hz). The correlation coefficient was moderately high (0.42), in-
dicating that the traces were to some degree correlated. However,
interpretation of this result is confounded by the fact that the 4–7
hertz jaw movements during palpation chewing are also likely to
result in activation of the upper lip tactile receptors, blurring the
distinction between movement-related sensory input and sensory-
related movements (Bower, 1997a,b). As we have already noted,
however, jaw movements consistently take place between 4 and 7
Hz, whereas iterations between periods of tactile input (i.e.,
between periods of raised-head chewing and palpation chewing)
occur at lower frequencies. We therefore separately examined the
correlations between the high-frequency components of the jaw
angle (4–7 Hz) and the GCL activity, and the low-frequency
components of the jaw angle (0.25–4 Hz) and the GCL activity.
Figure 9B compares the behavioral ( jaw angle) and neural data
filtered between 4 and 7 Hz. A correlation analysis between these
two records shows a very low correlation value (0.04). In contrast,
Figure 9C compares both types of data when filtered between
0.25 and 4 Hz. In this case, a high correlation is obtained between
the two traces (0.61). These results demonstrate that the GCL
correlate to rhythmic chewing is insignificant, and the positive
correlation between the jaw angle data and the envelope of the
GCL activity instead reflects the alternating episodes of raised-
head chewing and palpation chewing. Thus, for both grooming
and ingestion, there is no evidence that GCL responses directly
reflect the detailed structure of the movements themselves.
Having ruled out direct motor responses, we next searched
specifically for modulation of the tactile GCL responses by ongo-
ing jaw movements. We compared the correlation between the
4–7 Hz components of the jaw angle and the GCL activity during
both raised-head chewing and palpation chewing. If the GCL
responses are related to the control of jaw movements, one would
expect a larger correlation between jaw angle and GCL activity
during palpation chewing, when the upper lip is in contact with
the food and tactile information is thus available to regulate
Figure 6. Raised-head chewing and pal-
pation chewing. A, Twelve sequential
video frames of raised-head chewing show
that the mouth is maximally open at 33
and 233 msec. B, Twelve sequential video
frames of a rat engaged in food palpation
chewing. Note that the lips come in exten-
sive contact with the food.
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chewing. However, we found no significant difference in the
correlation coefficient between jaw angle and GCL during palpa-
tion chewing (0.01) and during raised-head chewing (20.07).
Neither phase of eating behavior produced significant
correlations.
Finally, we examined the possibility that GCL activity was
correlated with movement extremes (movement endpoints). If
high GCL activity levels occurred both when the jaw was com-
pletely closed and when the jaw was completely open, then a
simple correlation between the neural and behavioral data would
be approximately zero, although the position of the jaw was
(bimodally) correlated with GCL activity. This possibility was
eliminated by the analysis shown in Figure 9D, which compares
the distribution of signal amplitude as a function of chewing and
touching behaviors. The solid line in the top graph shows the
distribution of GCL signal amplitude for fields in which the jaw
angle was near its extremes (in the highest and lowest quartile of
the jaw angle data). The dashed line in the top graph shows the
distribution of signal amplitude for fields in which the jaw angle
was in the intermediate range (in the two middle quartiles of the
jaw angle data). The two distributions overlap almost completely
(two-tailed Student’s t test; p 5 0.448), and thus GCL activity is
clearly not correlated with being particularly close to movement
extremes.
We found a very different result when we performed the iden-
tical analysis with respect to tactile input. The solid trace in the
bottom graph of Figure 9D shows the distribution of signal am-
plitude when the rat was touching (solid line) the food with its lips.
This distribution is clearly distinguishable from the dashed trace
of the same graph, which represents the distribution when the rat
was not touching the food with its lips (two-tailed Student’s t test;
value indistinguishable from zero). When the rat was touching
the food, the mean signal amplitude was .25% higher than when
not touching. Together, Figure 9B–D strongly suggest that all the
correlation seen between jaw angle and GCL activity during
eating is attributable to the alternations between touching and
not touching the food: even during food palpation, increases in
GCL activity levels do not correlate with chewing movements.
The analysis presented above leaves open one final possibility.
In the example presented in Figure 9A–D, the rat tended to have
its jaw open more during palpation chewing than during raised-
head chewing. This might seem to suggest that GCL activity
could simply correlate with jaw angle. To eliminate this possibil-
ity, we performed a field-by-field analysis of eating behavior of a
second rat, as shown in Figure 9E. As in Figure 9A, the bottom
black trace is the multiunit GCL data filtered between 1400 and
4200 Hz, and the white trace, superimposed, represents the low-
pass-filtered envelope of that activity. The top trace of Figure 9E
is the jaw angle, as measured during the video analysis. Also as
before, black bars above the traces indicate times when the rat was
clearly seen to be palpating the food, whereas black bars below the
traces indicate times when there was no tactile contact. Visual
inspection clearly shows that the levels of GCL activity correlate
strongly with tactile input and not with jaw angle itself. This result
was further confirmed by our analysis of exploratory behavior
(see next section), in which the rat usually explored with its mouth
closed.
Comparison of GCL responses during exploration with
those seen during grooming and ingestion
Having assessed the relationship between GCL activity and each
different type of behavior individually, we next performed several
analyses to compare GCL activity between behaviors. Represen-
tative traces of GCL activity during the grooming, eating, and
exploratory behaviors of one rat are shown in Figure 10. As in
Figures 4 and 7, the overlaid gray rectangles represent threshold
levels (mean 1 3 SD) of background activity. The thick black lines
above each behavioral trace indicate the times during which the
upper lip was definitely in contact with an external object. Inspec-
Figure 7. GCL multiunit responses during the eating behavior of four
different rats. All data are filtered between 1400 and 4000 Hz. For each
rat, the black traces are GCL responses during eating. The gray superim-
posed rectangles represent threshold levels established from same-session
recordings of background GCL activity from the same electrode. Thick
lines above and below the traces indicate periods of palpation chewing and
raised-head chewing, respectively.
Figure 8. Percentage of the signal during raised-head chewing (RC) and
palpation chewing (PC) that exceeds the mean plus 3 SDs of the low-
pass-filtered envelope of the GCL background activity.
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Figure 9. GCL responses during eating behavior. A, Simultaneous measurement of jaw angle and GCL activity. Black bars at the top and bottom indicate
times when the rat was definitely touching, and definitely not touching the food, respectively. Top trace, Field-by field measurement of jaw angle during
12 sec of eating. Calibration: 40°. Bottom trace, Black, GCL activity, filtered between 1400 and 4200 Hz. Calibration: 20 mV. Bottom trace, White, Offset
and superimposed, Low-passed envelope of the multiunit activity. Calibration: 5 mV. B, C, Correlations between different frequency components of the
GCL multiunit activity and the behavioral data. B, Jaw angle and neural activity filtered between 4 and 7 Hz. Calibration: 20°, 2 mV. C, Jaw angle and
neural activity filtered between 0.25 and 4 Hz. Calibration: 20°, 2 mV. D, The distribution of GCL envelope amplitude as a function of jaw angle and
as a function of touching or not touching the food. Top, The distribution of GCL envelope amplitude for fields in which the jaw angle was in the upper
and lower quartiles (solid line) and in the middle two quartiles (dashed line) of jaw angle. Bottom, The distribution of GCL envelope amplitude for fields
in which the rat was not touching (dashed line) and touching (solid line) the food. E, Simultaneous measurement of jaw angle and GCL activity for a
second rat. Black bars at the top and bottom indicate times when the rat was definitely touching and definitely not touching the food respectively. Top
trace, Field-by field measurement of jaw angle during 6 sec of eating. Calibration: 25°. Bottom trace, Black, GCL activity, filtered between 1400 and 4200
Hz. Calibration: 50 mV. Bottom trace, White, Offset and superimposed, Low-passed envelope of the multiunit activity. Calibration: 12.5 mV.
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tion of the three representative traces suggests that palpation and
tactile exploration induce more continuous bursts of GCL activity
than does grooming and that these bursts are slightly larger in
amplitude.
The relative amounts of GCL activity induced during groom-
ing, eating, and free exploration are compared quantitatively in
three different ways in Figure 11. Figure 11A shows the propor-
tion of time that the GCL activity exceeded background levels
(again set at the mean plus 3 SDs of the background activity level)
as a function of the fraction of time that the lip received tactile
input. Over all behaviors, the data were divided into 2 sec epi-
sodes, and the video was scored to determine the fraction of
tactile input during that episode. For example, a single 20 sec
grooming bout would be divided into 10 2 sec episodes. Some of
those 2 sec episodes would involve lip contact almost 100% of the
time, whereas others would involve lip contact only a small
percentage of the time. Similarly, a single bout of exploration
contains many 2 sec episodes that involve extensive lip contact but
other 2 sec episodes in which there is very little lip contact. Across
all behaviors, it is clear that the amount of GCL activity directly
correlates with the fraction of time that the lip receives tactile
input, as illustrated in Figure 11A.
Figure 11B compares between behaviors the average length of
time that bursts of GCL activity stayed above the background
level. Grooming behavior results in some bursts that are contin-
uous up to 800 msec, but most bursts lasted only 100–300 msec.
This is consistent with the fairly punctate stimulation of the lip
created by the rhythmic contact of the paws with the lip. In
contrast, both palpation chewing and tactile exploration resulted
in many sustained bursts of GCL activity, some lasting longer
than 1 sec. On average, palpation chewing and exploration bursts
were .50% longer than the bursts induced by grooming.
Figure 10. Comparison of activity levels during grooming, eating, and
exploratory behaviors. Thick bars above each trace indicate periods of
definite tactile contact with the upper lip, as determined by video analysis.
All data are taken from the same rat during the same recording session.
The gray superimposed rectangles represent threshold levels established
from same-session recordings of background GCL activity from the same
electrode. Calibration: 50 mV.
Figure 11. Comparison of GCL bursts during grooming, eating, and
exploratory behaviors. A, Regardless of behavioral context, the percentage
of GCL activity above background scaled linearly with the percentage of
the time that the lip received tactile input. B, Histograms of the duration of
GCL bursts during periods of tactile contact during the different behaviors.
C, Comparison of the GCL burst amplitude of the low-passed envelope
over different behaviors. For each behavior, each gray dot represents the
average burst amplitude during a period of tactile contact. The averages of
these amplitudes are shown as horizontal lines for each behavior, and the
SEs of these averages are depicted by the length of the vertical lines.
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Finally, we found that the amplitude of the GCL bursts was, on
average, .10% higher during active palpation and exploration
than during grooming and passively delivered external stimula-
tion (see Materials and Methods). This result was confirmed for
all rats for which data were available for all behaviors (n 5 4).
Figure 11C shows the average burst amplitude during periods of
contact during each behavior. Each gray dot is the average burst
amplitude during a period of tactile stimulation. The mean value
of these amplitudes, over several periods of tactile stimulation, is
indicated as a horizontal line for each behavior. The SD is
represented by the length of the vertical line intersecting the mean
value, forming a cross. It is clear that the average burst amplitude
is much larger during palpation chewing and exploration than
during grooming and stimulation (two-tailed Student’s t test; p ,
0.0002).
Comparison of receptive field extent and response
amplitude over different behaviors
Given that the GCL responses appeared to be sensory, we next
wanted to compare these responses with those found in other
areas of the rat nervous system (Simons and Carvell, 1989;
Nicolelis and Chapin, 1994). We were specifically interested in
examining the location and spatial extent of the GCL receptive
field across different behavioral states and then comparing these
results with the kinds of receptive fields seen in other brain areas.
As discussed above, the central region of Crus IIa was specif-
ically chosen for this study because it always represents the
ipsilateral upper lip in normal rats (Bower and Kassel, 1990). We
have shown previously that the GCL receptive fields in this region
are similar in both anesthetized and decerebrate animals (Bower
and Woolston, 1983; Bower and Kassel, 1990). We therefore
wanted to determine whether the receptive fields identifiable in
response to passive stimulation were similar to or different from
the receptive fields evident during active behaviors, and whether
receptive field characteristics were modulated with behavior or
movement.
Figure 12 compares the receptive field for a single GCL loca-
tion determined during several different behavioral and move-
ment states. These results were also qualitatively confirmed in the
remaining five rats. Figure 12A shows the outline of the receptive
field recorded following electrode penetration in the initial sur-
gical procedure under general anesthesia. Figure 12B shows the
receptive field obtained in the same rat, now awake, using a
passive mechanical stimulus. In this and subsequent figures, col-
ored points representing the amplitude of the low-passed envelope
of the multiunit GCL activity have been placed on the image of
the rat at the stimulus location that evoked the response. External
tactile stimuli were presented to several ipsilateral and contralat-
eral locations on the head of the animal. Consistent with the
previous GCL mapping studies mentioned above, the receptive
field in the awake animal was located exclusively on ipsilateral
(left) upper lip, as indicated by the red and yellow points. Tactile
stimulation delivered to the contralateral (right) lip, snout, or
cheek did not result in GCL activity that exceeded background
levels.
Figure 12, C and D, illustrates the receptive fields that emerge
during active behaviors resulting in self-generated tactile stimu-
lation. Figure 12C shows data represented in an identical way as
in Figure 12B, but the receptive field was determined using a
field-by-field video analysis of 14 sec of grooming behavior. In
each video field, the position of the left paw relative to the rat’s
face was carefully determined, and a point representing the am-
plitude of GCL activity for that field was placed in the corre-
sponding location on rat’s face. Points that are off of the skin
represent GCL activity during periods when the paw was moving
between skin locations. As in the case for externally generated
tactile stimulation, the receptive field again appears as the caudal
portion of the rat’s left upper lip.
Finally, Figure 12D represents GCL activity levels when the rat
was engaged in active tactile exploration using perioral structures.
We first defined nine distinct spatial locations on the rat’s face, as
shown in Figure 12D. Next, we examined several hours of video,
taken over 2 d, to determine how and when each of these locations
came in contact with objects during exploratory behaviors.
Ninety-nine video fields were selected for more detailed analysis.
We deliberately selected fields in which the defined facial surfaces
were used in different combinations with each other. In this way,
we almost certainly underestimated the number of fields in which
all perioral surfaces were used simultaneously but are more likely
to have covered the full range of combinations of surfaces used
during exploration. As in Figure 12, B and C, we next determined
the amplitude of GCL activity for each video field. The color of
each point in Figure 12D represents the ratio of the average GCL
amplitude for video fields in which that spatial location was used,
to the average GCL amplitude for video fields in which that
spatial location was not used. As seen for grooming and external
stimulation, this analysis clearly establishes the left caudal upper
lip (location 9) as the peak of GCL activation. High values at
spatial locations 1–3 and 8 reflect the fact that these locations were
almost always used in conjunction with location 9 during
exploration.
In summary, for all behaviors analyzed, this location of the
Crus IIa GCL always responded to tactile contact on the same
region of the ipsilateral upper lip. Neither the location nor the
spatial extent of the GCL receptive field appear to be substan-
tially modulated by behavioral state or by the type of movements
involved in these different behaviors.
DISCUSSION
Caveats and experimental limitations
What is the source of the electrical activity recorded in
the GCL?
In this paper, we have recorded multiunit activity in the cerebel-
lar GCL rather than recording activity from single granule cells.
As discussed in previous publications (Shambes et al., 1978;
Bower and Kassel, 1990; Morissette and Bower, 1996), the small
size of granule cells precludes the isolation of action potentials
even in the anesthetized animal. It is therefore likely that elec-
trical signals reflecting granule cell activation are mixed with
signals reflecting action potentials from mossy fiber terminal
branches, higher frequency components of mossy fiber postsyn-
aptic potentials, as well as action potentials from other cells types,
including Golgi cells. However, in the current study, we have
specifically analyzed the high-frequency (1400–4200 Hz) compo-
nents of the multiunit recordings so as to minimize the contribu-
tion of lower frequency “field potentials” to the signal. Our
confidence that a large component of this high-frequency activity
reflects direct granule cell activation comes from our previous
demonstration that these responses predict the spatial location of
Purkinje cells that respond at short latency to peripheral tactile
input (Bower and Woolston, 1983; Jaeger and Bower, 1994;
Gundappa-Sulur et al., 1999). Because these short-latency re-
sponses can only be generated by granule cell activation, we
believe the high-frequency multiunit GCL activity analyzed here
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Figure 12. Receptive field localization under different behavioral conditions. A, Receptive field as determined during the initial implantation surgery,
in the anesthetized animal. B, Responses during external stimulation. The points superimposed on the single video frame of the rat indicate the positions
of tactile stimulation over 96 trials of external stimulation. The color of each point codes for the amplitude of the low-passed envelope of GCL activity
when the stimulator touched that position on the rat’s face. Locations where there are no points were not tested. Color bar scale on the lef t applies
(microvolts). C, Responses during the self-generated touch occurring during grooming behavior. The points superimposed on the single video frame of
the rat indicate the positions of the left paw during 14 sec of grooming. The color of each point codes for the amplitude of the low-passed envelope of
GCL activity when the paw was in that position. Color bar scale on the lef t applies (microvolts). D, Responses during tactile exploration. Numbers identify
the nine different perioral surfaces examined in the behavioral analysis. Because these surfaces were used in different combinations with each other
during tactile exploration, we took the ratio of the GCL amplitude in the video fields in which that surface was used to the GCL amplitude in the video
fields in which that surface was not used. Color bar scale on the right applies (ratio).
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directly reflects the activity relayed from mossy fibers through
granule cells to Purkinje cells. Regardless of the exact electrical
sources of the signal, however, it is clear that our multiunit data
reflect the information that is available at the mossy fiber–granule
cell input layer and thus the information processed by cerebellar
cortical circuitry.
Quantifying sensory and motor behavior
The results presented in this study are the first published record-
ings from the GCL of awake, freely behaving animals. The
primary objective of this study was to examine during natural
behavior the relationships between perioral movements, tactile
stimulation of perioral surfaces, and high-frequency activity in
the Crus IIa GCL. In principle, numerous techniques are avail-
able to monitor both perioral contact and the movements associ-
ated with perioral-related behavior. For example, it might be
possible to instrument the lip of the rat to record peripheral
contact or to record EMG activity from perioral muscles. How-
ever, a major objective of this study was to examine neuronal
activity during movements that were as natural and uncon-
strained as possible. It was our judgment that fully instrumenting
the rat’s face for quantitative measurements of sensory and/or
motor events would have significantly disrupted natural behavior
patterns. Accordingly, we developed techniques to quantifiably
relate video images to recorded neuronal data (Rasnow et al.,
1997; Hartmann et al., 2000). Although video is an indirect
measure of both tactile contact and movement parameters, the
analysis in this paper demonstrates that it is possible to make
quantitative comparisons between carefully scored video images
and neuronal activity.
GCL responses do not appear to be related to
movement or motor parameters
Applying our video analysis techniques, we found that the 1400–
4200 Hz GCL responses in Crus IIa of the awake rat are directly
related to tactile contact with the upper lip and do not appear to
be correlated with large-scale motor behavior. The GCL re-
sponded regardless of whether the tactile stimulus was externally
or self-generated and regardless of whether something touched
the lip or the lip touched something. Under all of the observed
behaviors (external stimulation, grooming, eating, and explora-
tion), the 1400–4200 Hz component of the Crus IIa GCL re-
sponse was most directly related to tactile stimulation of perioral
surfaces and not to any measurable aspect of limb, body, jaw, or
head movements. Although we specifically looked for motor-
related activity in the cerebellar GCL under as natural behavioral
conditions as possible, we found no evidence in the responses that
any direct information is provided to the recorded regions of Crus
IIa about the timing, amplitude, direction, velocity, or other
parameters of the movements associated with each behavior. For
example, during grooming, GCL responses are only seen when
the forepaw makes tactile contact with the upper lip. Similarly,
during palpation chewing, GCL responses are only seen when the
animal’s upper lip is in direct contact with the food pellet. During
raised-head chewing, there is very little GCL activity, although
the animal chews with similar amplitude and frequency as during
palpation chewing. Because jaw opening muscles are known to
contain muscle spindles (Donga and Dessem, 1993), the fact that
no correlation was observed between GCL activity and the pa-
rameters of jaw movement (Fig. 9) suggests that this propriocep-
tive information is not conveyed to this region of Crus IIa.
EMG recordings will clearly be required to absolutely rule out
the presence of any motor signals or motor modulation in Crus
IIa GCL activity. The preponderance of evidence, however,
points to the absence of such signals in the Crus IIa GCL. Instead,
during any particular behavior, the amount of GCL activity scales
directly with the amount of tactile contact to the upper lip. Thus,
tactile palpation and exploration, both of which involve near-
continuous contact of the upper lip with external objects, result in
the longest duration bursts of activity within the GCL. The GCL
multiunit response amplitude is also largest during active palpa-
tion and exploration and lower during grooming and stimulation.
Implications for cerebellar cortical processing
Mossy fiber inputs to Crus IIa
It is well established that Crus IIa receives direct mossy fiber
projections from the trigeminal nuclei (Watson and Switzer, 1978;
Woolston et al., 1981; Welker, 1987). Both anatomical and phys-
iological studies have shown that this direct cerebellar projection
is isolated from the trigeminal projections to ventrobasal thala-
mus and to the superior colliculus [Woolston et al., 1981: Huerta
et al., 1983; Steindler, 1985 (mouse); Mantle-St. John and Tracey,
1987]. It has been suggested that this strict segregation serves to
ensure that the direct trigeminal projection to cerebellum is
unaffected by descending control from S1 (Mantle-St. John and
Tracey, 1987).
In addition to the direct trigeminal projection, the Crus IIa
GCL also receives projections from S1 via the pontine nuclei
(Wise and Jones, 1977; Bower et al., 1981; Mihailoff, 1983; Mi-
hailoff et al., 1985; Morissette and Bower, 1996; Leergaard et al.,
2000). Thus, although the direct trigeminocerebellar projection is
likely be kept free of cortical modulation, there is then ample
opportunity for cortical modulation to occur within the Crus IIa
GCL. The clear and robust tactile responses in the GCL during all
behaviors are consistent with a direct, unmodulated trigeminal
projection to the Crus IIa GCL. However, the fact that the tactile
responses were larger when the lip was actively used than when
passively touched may be a result of S1 modulation (Bower,
1997a,b). The influence of S1 on the direct granule cell responses
is currently under investigation (Hartmann, 2000).
Significance for the output layer: what information do
Purkinje cells receive?
As discussed above, the multiunit data presented in this study
reflect the information that is available to Crus IIa Purkinje cells
via the mossy fiber–granule cell pathway, and this information is,
by all measures, sensory (tactile). For these regions of cerebellar
cortex to contribute directly to motor control, some aspect of
movement parameters presumably must be available to Purkinje
cells. A second possible pathway for nontactile input to reach
Purkinje cells is the climbing fiber system, which originates in the
inferior olivary nucleus (IO).
A previous study in unanesthetized but restrained rats sug-
gested that climbing fibers in Crus IIa specifically provide timing
information about perioral movements (Welsh et al., 1995). In the
current study, we did not record from climbing fibers, but earlier
studies have shown that the climbing fiber projections from these
regions of the IO are tactile (Cook and Wiesendanger, 1976).
More specifically, the climbing fibers in Crus IIa have been shown
in the anesthetized rat to have the same receptive fields as the
underlying GCL (Brown and Bower, 2001). Consistent with these
physiological observations, it has also been shown that tactile
trigeminocollicular projections collateralize to the regions of the
IO that in turn project to Crus IIa (Huerta et al., 1983).
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In addition, the studies of Gellman et al. (1983, 1985) in cats
have demonstrated that the portions of the IO projecting to Crus
IIa respond to tactile stimulation of the forepaws and that the
responses occurred most often during exploratory behaviors
(Gellman et al., 1985). Although additional study of climbing
fiber responses under natural behavioral conditions will clearly be
necessary, the data reported here, and the similarity in climbing
fiber and mossy fiber perioral tactile receptive fields (Brown and
Bower, 2001), would predict that results in the rat and cat may be
similar.
Finally, Purkinje cells in rat Crus IIa project to a region of the
lateral nucleus known as the dorsolateral hump (DLH), an ex-
pansion not found in higher mammals, which contains perioral
representations (Buisseret-Delmas and Angaut, 1989a,b). Previ-
ous studies have interpreted the absence of the DLH in higher
mammals as suggesting that this structure processes information
of a primitive variety (Buisseret-Delmas and Angaut, 1989a). In
contrast, as will be discussed below, we suggest that the most
plausible neuroethological explanation is that the large DLH in
rats represents a specialization in animals using perioral regions
for exploratory behaviors.
Functional significance
Together, the available data both from our laboratory (current
study; Brown and Bower, 2001) and others (Gellman et al., 1983,
1985; Welsh et al., 1995) all point toward the idea that both the
mossy and climbing fiber systems transmit tactile information
from regions of the animal most specialized for exploratory
behavior. These results have three important implications, dis-
cussed in detail below. First, it becomes important to compare
and contrast these cerebellar sensory responses with those seen in
other somatosensory areas of the brain. Second, the results sug-
gest that cerebellar responses previously thought to reflect move-
ment “error” may need to be reevaluated. Third, we argue that
these results suggest that these regions of the cerebellum are not
involved with motor control directly but rather in a computation
concerned with the sensory data itself.
Comparing cerebellar responses with those found in other
brain areas
Given our finding that the mossy fiber–granule cell system in Crus
IIa conveys tactile, sensory information, it seems reasonable to
compare our responses with those reported in the ventral poste-
rior medial nucleus of the thalamus (VPM), the central pathway
to S1. Several recording studies in VPM of awake rats have
demonstrated that single cells with whisker-related receptive
fields exhibit dynamic spatiotemporal shifts (Nicolelis and
Chapin, 1994). Our use of multiunit recording techniques and
relatively slow video sampling rates do not allow us to address the
issue of dynamic changes at the single cell level. Instead, our
responses reflect population activity integrated over tens of mil-
liseconds of poststimulus time and therefore can be assumed to
define the maximal spatial extent of receptive fields in our re-
cording locations.
With this assumption, our data share with neurons in VPM the
property that the location of the receptive field is similar, regard-
less of whether the animal is anesthetized or awake, but appears
to be slightly larger in the awake state (current study; Nicolelis
and Chapin, 1994). In addition, the size and location of the
cerebellar GCL receptive fields closely resemble the fairly cir-
cumscribed receptive fields of VPM cells responsive to the rostral
whiskers. In contrast, we never found GCL regions with the
extremely large receptive fields (up to 20 whiskers) characteristic
of VPM cells responsive to the more caudal whiskers.
Based on the similarity to the rostral-responding VPM cells, we
predict that the GCL receptive fields should exhibit only a weak
temporally dynamic structure (cf. Nicolelis and Chapin, 1994).
This suggestion is consistent with the fact that the 1400–4200 Hz
GCL responses were confined to the small microvibrissae of the
upper lip and did not show robust responses to the large mac-
rovibrissae (cf. Brecht et al., 1997). Based on studies ongoing in
our laboratory (Hartmann, 2000) as well as other reports (Carvell
and Simons, 1990; Brecht et al., 1997), these microvibrissae may
play a different role in active-sensing and exploratory behaviors
and may therefore not need to possess the caudorostral spatio-
temporal shifts characteristic of the more caudal whiskers.
Significance for the interpretation of movement error responses
The historical emphasis of cerebellar theories on motor control
and coordination (Walker et al., 2000) has led many investigators
to assume that cerebellar responses reflect motor-related param-
eters, such as position, velocity, or movement error (Strick, 1983;
Fortier et al., 1989; Ojakangas and Ebner, 1992; Fu et al., 1997;
Kitazawa et al., 1998). Thus, the majority of such studies have not
quantified the purely tactile component of the responses, on the
assumption that all events are motor related (Schieber and Thach,
1985; Schwartz et al., 1987; Lou and Bloedel, 1992; Thach et al.,
1992). Many of these studies have also required an animal to
make a repetitive, overlearned movement that is then occasion-
ally interrupted by a jolting perturbation (Gilbert and Thach,
1977; Thach, 1980; Schwartz et al., 1987; Lou and Bloedel, 1992).
In these cases, the recorded cerebellar responses have been in-
terpreted as “motor error” signals, despite the fact that it has been
known for many years that there are extensive tactile projections
to these same cerebellar regions (Dow and Anderson, 1942;
Snider and Stowell, 1942; Welker, 1987). The results reported
here suggest that it is equally likely that these recordings reflect
simple tactile sensory responses to the jolting stimulus. Without
more careful study of the nature of the tactile response, it would
seem inappropriate to simply assume that the signals specifically
serve as indications of erroneous or disrupted movement.
What are these sensory data used for?
Our finding that the signals entering Crus IIa via the mossy
fiber–granule cell pathway are primarily tactile does not rule out
the possibility that these sensory signals are later converted to or
used to generate motor control commands that ensure smooth
and accurate movement. However, we believe that the weight of
the evidence is starting to grow for the involvement of this region
of the cerebellum in a function that is more related to the sensory
data itself than to the use of the sensory data to generate smooth
or coordinated movement (Gellman et al., 1983, 1985; Bower and
Kassel, 1990; Bower, 1997a,b).
First, the analysis reported here has failed to reveal any clear
motor-related signals in the high-frequency GCL responses
known to result in Purkinje cell output (Bower and Woolston,
1983). Second, we have shown recently that climbing fiber and
mossy fiber receptive fields of Purkinje cells in this region of the
cortex are similar, both reflecting tactile activation of the sensory
periphery (Brown and Bower, 2001). Third, in a direct test of our
“sensory” hypothesis (Bower, 1997a,b), we have shown that the
dentate cerebellar nucleus of humans is more active when the
fingers are actively involved in tactile sensory exploration than
during fine finger movements alone (Gao et al., 1996). A more
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recent imaging study has extended this result to the human red
nucleus and inferior olive (Liu et al., 2000). Consistent with these
results in humans, the current study in rats has shown that GCL
responses in regions of cerebellar cortex projecting to the lateral
nucleus (Buisseret-Delmas and Angaut, 1989b) are larger and
more continuous during behaviors that involve active tactile pal-
pation and exploration than during grooming or passive stimula-
tion. As in the human finger studies, jaw movements during
raised-head chewing (when the lips are not seeking or receiving
tactile sensory data) fail to generate significant GCL activity.
Thus, in both rats and humans, activity in the lateral regions of
the cerebellum appears to be more directly related to the use of
peripheral structures in behaviors that involve tactile sensation
than to the presence of movements involving those tactile
surfaces.
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